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Abstract: Functional broadside tests are two-pattern scan based tests that avoid over testing by ensuring that 

a circuit traverses only reachable states during the functional clock cycles of a test. In addition, the power 

dissipation during the fast functional clock cycles of functional broadside tests does not exceed that possible 

during functional operation. On-chip test generation has the added advantage that it reduces test data volume 

and facilitates at-speed test application. This paper shows that on-chip generation of functional broadside tests 

can be done using a simple and fixed hardware structure, with a small number of parameters that need to be 

tailored to a given circuit, and can achieve high transition fault coverage for testable circuits. With the 

proposed on-chip test generation method, the circuit is used for generating reachable states during test 

application. This alleviates the need to compute reachable states offline. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Test generation procedures for functional and pseudo-functional scan-based tests were described. The 

procedures generate test sets offline for application from an external tester. Functional scan-based 

tests use only reachable states as scan-in states. Pseudo-functional scan-based tests use functional 

constraints to avoid unreachable states that are captured by the constraints. This work considers the 

on-chip (or built-in) generation of functional broadside tests. On-chip test generation reduces the test 

data volume and facilitates at-speed test application. On-chip test generation methods for delay faults, 

such as the ones described, do not impose any constraints on the states used as scan-in states. 

Experimental results indicate that an arbitrary state used as a scan-in state is unlikely tube a reachable 

state. The on-chip test generation method from applies pseudo-functional scan-based tests. Such tests 

are not sufficient for avoiding unreachable states as scan-in states. The on-chip test generation process 

described in this work guarantees that only reachable states will be used. It should be noted that the 

delay fault coverage achievable using functional broadside tests is, in general, lower than that 

achievable using arbitrary broadside tests as in or pseudo-functional broadside tests as in . This is due 

to the fact that functional broadside tests avoid unreachable scan-in states, which are allowed by the 

methods described in. However, the tests that are needed for achieving this higher fault coverage are 

also ones that can cause over testing. They can also dissipate more power than possible during 

functional operation. Only functional broadside tests are considered in this work. Under the proposed 

on-chip test generation method, the circuit is used for generating reachable states during test 

application. This alleviates the need to compute reachable states or functional constraints by an offline 

process. The underlying observation is related to one of the methods used in for offline test 

generation, and is the following. 

If a primary input sequence is applied in functional mode starting from a reachable state, all the states 

traversed under are reachable states. Any one of these states can be used as the initial state for the 

application of a functional broadside test. By generating on-chip and ensuring that it takes the circuit 

through a varied set of reachable states, the on-chip test generation process is able to achieve high 

transition fault coverage using functional broadside tests based on. It should be noted that, for the 

detection of a set of faults, at most different reachable states are required. This number is typically 

only a small fraction of the number of all the reachable states of the circuit. Thus, the primary input 
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sequence does not need to take the circuit through all its reachable states, but only through a 

sufficiently large number relative to, in order to be effective for the detection of target faults. 

The hardware used in this paper for generating the primary input sequence consists of a linear-

feedback shift-register (LFSR) as a random source [17], and of a small number of gates (atmost six 

gates are needed for every one of the benchmark circuits considered). The gates are used for 

modifying the random sequence in order to avoid cases where the sequence takes the circuit into the 
same or similar reachable states repeatedly. This is referred to as repeated synchronization [18]. In 

addition, the on-chip test generation hardware consists of a single gate that is used for determining 

which tests based on will be applied to the circuit. The result is a simple and fixed hardware structure, 
which is tailored to a given circuit only through the following parameters. 

1) The number of LFSR bits. 

2) The length of the primary input sequence. 

3) The specific gates used for modifying the LFSR sequence into the sequence. 

4) The specific gate used for selecting the functional broadside tests that will be applied to the circuit 

based on. 

5) Seeds for the LFSR in order to generate several primary input sequences and several subsets of 
tests. The on-chip test generation hardware is based on the one described in [19]. It differs from it in 

the following ways. The logic that produces the primary input sequence is designed in this paper to 

reduce the dependencies between the values assigned to the primary inputs, considering the following 
sources of dependency. In [19], for a circuit with primary inputs and a parameter mod, the LFSR used 

for producing has bits. The left-most bits are used for driving the primary inputs of the circuit, and the 

mod right-most bits are used for modifying the random sequence in order to avoid repeated 

synchronization. 

With this structure, all the primary input values are modified using the same function of the mod 

right-most bits of the LFSR. Thus, they are always modified together and to the same values. In 

addition, some primary inputs receive shifted values of the primary inputs immediately preceding 
them. The structure used in this paper reduces these dependencies between primary input values by 

using a -bit 

LFSR for a circuit with primary inputs, where is a parameter such that. Every consecutive bits of the 
LFSR are used for producing the value of a different primary input. At most mod of the bits dedicated 

to a primary input are actually used for producing values for the input, including the modification of 

the input values in order to avoid repeated synchronization. Since the modification is done using 

different bits for every primary input, the dependencies between primary input values are reduced. In 
addition, the unused bits serve to reduce the dependencies between the values of different primary 

inputs further by avoiding cases where a primary input receives shifted values of the primary input 

immediately preceding it. With reduced dependencies, the primary input sequence is more likely to 
take the circuit into a varied set of reachable states. As a result, a higher fault coverage is achieved for 

several of the circuits considered in [19]. In addition, other parts of the test generation hardware can 

be simplified compared with the design in [19], as discussed next. 

 2) Both [19] and this paper apply multiple primary input sequences in order to achieve the highest 

possible fault coverage. To select which tests will be applied to the circuit based on every sequence, 

the approach of [19] uses a different gate for every sequence. Since the number of sequences in [19] is 

significant, a large multiplexer and a significant number of gates are needed for this purpose. The 
approach in this paper fixes the gate used for test selection in advance, and ensures that all the primary 

input sequences used for the circuit fit with the preselected gate. In this way, a single gate is needed 

for test selection regardless of the number of sequences used, and there is no need for a multiplexer to 
distinguish between different sequences. 

3) The lengths of the primary input sequences is varied in [19]in order to control the number of tests 

applied to the circuit. In this paper, all the sequences have the same length. This makes the test 

application process uniform across different sequences. The result is that the test generation hardware 
used in this paper has a simple and fixed structure, and it is independent of the number of sequences 

used. The sequences differ only in the seed used for the LFSR. The seeds can be stored on-chip, or a 
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seed can be scanned in together with the initial state of the circuit before the application of every 
primary input sequence. The paper focuses on the generation of input test data, which is unique to 

functional broadside tests. For the output test data the paper assumes that an output compactor such as 

a multiple input shift-register (MISR) [17] will be used. When the circuit-under-test is embedded in a 

larger design, its primary inputs may be driven by other logic blocks that are part of the same design. 
In addition, the primary inputs of the circuit-under-test include any external inputs of the design that 

drive the circuit-under-test. The primary outputs of the circuit- under-test may drive other logic 

blocks, or they may be primary outputs of the complete design. For simplicity this paper assumes that 
primary inputs can be assigned any combination of values. Functional constraints on primary input 

sequences can be accommodated in one of the following ways. 

1) The logic used for producing the primary input sequence can be extended to incorporate some 

functional constraints. 

2) A separate logic block can be used for modifying so as to satisfy functional constraints. 

3) Placing the on-chip test generation hardware for a logic block on the inputs of the logic blocks 

driving it can create some of the functional constraints for the block without requiring additional 
logic. 

The proposed method for on-chip generation of functional broadside tests. The discussion in this 

paper assumes that the circuit is initialized into a known state before functional operation starts. 
Initialization may be achieved by applying a synchronizing sequence, by asserting a reset input or by 

a combination of both. The initial state of the circuit is denoted by. The discussion also assumes that 

functional operation consists of the application of primary input m sequences starting from state.  

In addition to producing reachable states, the primary input sequence can also be used as a source for 
the primary input vectors of functional broadside tests. In particular, every subsequence of length two 

of defines a functional broadside test. 

T(u)=(s(u),a(u),a(u+1)) By using a(u)and a(u+1) from, it is possible to avoid the need for a different 
source for these primary input vectors during on-chip test generation. 

The proposed on-chip generation method of functional broadside tests is based on placing the circuit 

in the initial state sr , applying a primary input sequence A , and using several of the functional 
broadside tests that can be extracted from A in order to detect target faults. 

2. ON-CHIP GENERATION OF FUNCTIONAL BROADSIDE TESTS 

The simplest way to generate a primary input sequence on-chip is to use a random source such as an 
LFSR. However, random sequence A may bring the circuit from the initial state into a limited set of 

reachable states sr. This can be explained by the effect observed in and referred to as repeated 

synchronization. According to, a primary input cube synchronizes a subset of state variable s(c) if the 
following conditions are satisfied. Let be applied to the primary inputs when the circuit 

is in the all-unspecified present-state. Suppose that this results in a next-state. The state variables 

whose values are specified in are included in. 

 
 

Fig1. s27 
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The primary input cube I0I1I2I3=0xxx applied in present-state y0y1y2=xxx results in the next-state 
Y0Y1Y2=0xx, synchronizing state variable. In addition, the primary input cube I0I1I2I3=xx1x 

applied in present-state y0y1y2=xxx results in the next-state Y0Y1Y2=xx0 synchronizing state 

variable. 

Primary sequences; 

 

Fig2. s27 test sequence 

A primary input cube with a small number of specified values is likely to appear repeatedly in a 

random primary input sequence. When this happens, the state variables in assume the same values 

repeatedly under. This may prevent the circuit from entering certain reachable states(c), and limit the 
ability of the functional broadside tests extracted from to detect target faults. Repeated 

synchronization can also be caused by a sequence of primary input cubes. 

LFSR Architecture: 

 

Fig 3. LFSR 

The on-chip test generation hardware described so far has parameters l, d, mod and sel. These 

parameters determine the primary input sequence, and the tests that will be applied based on it. 

Keeping l, d, mod and sel constant in order to keep the hardware fixed, there is flexibility only in 
determining the seed of the LFSR. Different seeds yield different primary input sequences and 

different tests. Therefore, it is possible to increase the fault coverage by using several different seeds. 

To select seeds for a circuit it is possible to use an approach similar to the one used for test data 
compression. Using a symbolic seed, it is possible to compute a primary input sequence and the 

subset of tests based on it, and then solve equations based on functional broadside tests that are known 

to detect target faults. The approach used in this paper avoids deterministic test generation to identify 

effective functional broadside tests by considering random seeds. A set of seeds is selected using the 
following process. 
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      1) If the fault coverage does not exceed that of for any solution, we report on the following 
solutions. 

a) The solution with the highest fault coverage and the lowest number of seeds. 

b) The solution with the highest fault coverage and the lowest number of applied tests. 

      2) If the fault coverage of at least one solution exceeds that of, we report on the following 

solutions. 

a) The solution with the highest fault coverage. 

b) The solution with a fault coverage higher than that of and the lowest number of seeds. 

c) The solution with a fault coverage higher than that of and the lowest number of applied tests. One 

of these solutions is expected to be the most appropriate for the circuit. In addition to these solutions 

there are others with intermediate numbers of seeds and applied tests, which are not reported. 

For the approach from, the modification of the primary input sequence based on requires a two-input 
gate for every specified bit of. In addition, each sequence requires a gate for selecting the tests that 

will be applied to the circuit. The multiplexer required for selecting the appropriate gate for each 

sequence has one AND gate for every sequence, and an OR gate to produce the output of the 
multiplexer. Overall, the number of gates is estimated as the number of specified bits in plus the 

number of sequences. The hardware structure. The modification of 

the primary input sequence based on requires a gate for every specified bit of . In addition, a single 
gate is used for selecting the tests that will be applied to the circuit. The same gate is used for 

implementing the selection for all the sequences, and no multiplexers are needed to select among the 

different sequences. The number of gates is equal to the number of specified bits in plus one. Column 

LFSR shows the number of LFSR bits. In spite of the larger size of the LFSR compared with the 
approach from, the approach described in this paper has the advantage that it reduces the need for 

random logic, and it already accommodates the need to reduce dependencies between primary input 

values in order to increase the fault coverage. it can be seen that, the simplified hardware and the 
reduced dependencies between the values assigned to the primary inputs, allows the on-chip test 

generation approach described in this paper to achieve a higher fault coverage than that reported in for 

several circuits. The fault coverage using the proposed hardware structure is never lower than that 
reported in. 

The proposed hardware also provides the flexibility needed to produce solutions with low numbers of 

different seeds or low numbers of applied tests. The numbers of applied tests are typically higher than 

in due to the simpler hardware structure. However, even with higher numbers of applied tests, the 
numbers remain manageable. 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper described an on-chip test generation method for functional broadside tests. The hardware 
was based on the application of primary input sequences starting from a known reachable state, thus 
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using the circuit to produce additional reachable states. Random primary input sequences were 
modified to avoid repeated synchronization and thus yield varied sets of reachable states. Two-pattern 

tests were obtained by using pairs of consecutive time units of the primary input sequences. The 

hardware structure was simple and fixed, and it was tailored to a given circuit only through the 

following parameters: 1) the length of the LFSR used for producing a random primary input sequence; 
2) the length of the primary input sequence; 3) the specific gates used for modifying the random 

primary input sequence; 4) the specific gate used for selecting applied tests; and 5) the seeds for the 

LFSR. The on-chip generation of functional broadside tests achieved high transition fault coverage for 
testable circuits. 
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